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The promoting organisations of the ItaliaEuropa
Liberi da Ogm coalition are:

The agro-food sector, foodstuffs and food
authenticity are at the heart of sustainable and
innovative development, based on biodiversity,
involving people and regions, health and quality,
free from GMOs
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VOTE YES FOR THE FUTURE!
ItaliaEuropa

Liberi da Ogm
From 15 September to 15 November 2007, during hundreds of
events and initiatives held across
Italy, you will have the chance to vote yes for a quality agro-food model,
closely tied to your region and its history and above all free from genetically modified organisms
Eat well and healthy: this is what
Italy has to offer through its extraordinary variety of regional, wholesome
and quality agro-food products; products that are so rich in history and that
the whole world appreciates, buys and
even tries to reproduce.
By placing the agro-food sector, foodstuffs and food authenticity at the centre of development, our country will
not be damaged by international constraints and will be able to contribute

GMOs are incompatible and
unacceptable. We are seeking your vote
so that Italy’s development in the agrofood sector (and the country’s
development in general) may be modern,
innovative, focused on quality of life,
health and biodiversity, and be safe and
respectful of the environment and the
climate.

in an original way to the diversified and
democratic globalisation we need.
The same principle holds true for the
European Union.
From this standpoint GMOs are incompatible and unacceptable:
GMOs would be economically inefficient and, more so, would standardise our products and deprive
us of their exceptional quality.
The future of Italy is starting with this
unusual coalition that brings together
organisations representing farmers, large distribution, small and medium sized businesses, consumer, environmental, scientific, cultural and international cooperation interest groups.
Together we have promoted a national consultation to get you involved:
this is your opportunity to take part in

Help us promote this consultation!
Contact us to organise events and learn
about our events and where our nearest
offices are. Alternatively you may vote online at the following address:
www.liberidaogm.org

a truly democratic participation aimed
at building a new social contract that
will change things both in Rome as
well as in Brussels.
We are seeking your vote so that
Italy’s development in the agrofood sector (and the country’s development in general) may be modern, innovative, focused on quality of life, health and biodiversity,
and be safe and respectful of the
environment and the climate.

Your vote,
and Your participation
are at the base
of our common future!

